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How is electricity produced in Mexico ?How is electricity produced in Mexico ?



IncreaseIncrease ofof Natural Gas Natural Gas forfor ElectricityElectricity

19941994
137,538 137,538 GWh

1/

. . 
1/Does not include self1/Does not include self--supply and cogenerationsupply and cogeneration
Source: CFE, Source: CFE, SubdirecciSubdireccióónn de de ProgramaciProgramacióónn

20042004
208,634 208,634 GWhGWh GWh
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ElectricityElectricity generationgeneration by by sourcesource typetype, 2002, 2002
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ElectricityElectricity demanddemand growsgrows atat a a greatergreater pace pace thanthan
thethe economyeconomy
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EvolutionEvolution andand prospectiveprospective increaseincrease ofof electricityelectricity demanddemand in in MexicoMexico

187.2

305.8

5.6% Average 
growth

4.9% Average 
growth

57.0

TWhTWh

118.4

Does not include self-supply generation, tranmission losses and exports. 
Source: SENER, Prospectiva del sector eléctrico 2004-2013.



SupplySupply
Most of the total capacity (about 41 GW in 2002) is Most of the total capacity (about 41 GW in 2002) is 
supplied by hydroelectric and conventional steam plants supplied by hydroelectric and conventional steam plants 
fired mainly with oil (23% and 42% of the total, fired mainly with oil (23% and 42% of the total, 
respectively).respectively).
Combined cycle generation accounts for only 18%, Combined cycle generation accounts for only 18%, 
although these plants are the newest.  About 44% of the although these plants are the newest.  About 44% of the 
generating power plants are at least 30 years old.  generating power plants are at least 30 years old.  
About 90% of the 18,700 MW of new capacity scheduled to About 90% of the 18,700 MW of new capacity scheduled to 
open by 2006 is gasopen by 2006 is gas--fired combined cycle.  By 2011, half of fired combined cycle.  By 2011, half of 
MexicoMexico’’s expected total generating capacity of 64,000 MW s expected total generating capacity of 64,000 MW 
will be gas firedwill be gas fired
In total, from 2003In total, from 2003--2011, the expected investment cost 2011, the expected investment cost 
USD $60 billion, with about 40% for generation, 24% for USD $60 billion, with about 40% for generation, 24% for 
transmission, and 21% for distribution.transmission, and 21% for distribution.
Of this total, the Ministry of Energy envisions private sector Of this total, the Ministry of Energy envisions private sector 
investment schemes will contribute USD $39 billion. investment schemes will contribute USD $39 billion. 
The (smaller) requirements in the public sector will still The (smaller) requirements in the public sector will still 
impose a strain on the budget and could divert resources impose a strain on the budget and could divert resources 
from other social priorities (education, social security, or from other social priorities (education, social security, or 
poverty relief).poverty relief).



Source: SENER, Prospectiva del sector eléctrico 2004-2013.
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EvolutionEvolution ofof thethe MexicanMexican legal legal 
frameworkframework

(1890(1890--1926) 1926) BirthBirth ofof thethe industryindustry, , therethere isis onlyonly privateprivate
participationparticipation..

(1939(1939--1960) 1960) BothBoth thethe StateState andand privateprivate agentsagents
participateparticipate in in electricityelectricity generationgeneration..

(1960(1960--1992) 1992) PrivatePrivate participationparticipation isis restrictedrestricted toto selfself--
supplysupply projectsprojects. . 

(1992(1992-- toto date) date) TheThe StateState dominatesdominates thethe electricityelectricity
industryindustry butbut withwith helphelp ofof IPPsIPPs, , cogenerationcogeneration andand selfself
supplysupply..

(1999, 2000) (1999, 2000) SeveralSeveral proposalsproposals ((includingincluding ZedilloZedillo’’s s 
and Foxand Fox’’s)s)
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Figure 9: Population w ith access to electricity  
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Figure 2: Demand and Generation Capacity Grow th 
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Figure 7: Growth in New Generating Capacity  
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Figure 4: Mexican Electricity Tariffs as a % of US Tariffs 
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SubsidiesSubsidies

Evolution of subsidies
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SubsidiesSubsidies

Table 5: Mexican Electricity tariff/cost ratios 

Consumer Class 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002* 

Residential  0.47 0.42 0.40 0.43 0.41 0.41 0.42 0.50 
Commercial  1.31 1.16 1.13 1.21 1.19 1.07 1.07 1.05 
Public Service 0.88 0.79 0.81 0.94 0.92 0.88 0.90 0.90 
Agricultural 0.33 0.28 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.30 
Medium 
Industrial 

0.88 0.84 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.85 0.87 0.93 

Large Industrial  0.81 0.83 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.83 0.90 
Average 0.71 0.70 0.74 0.79 0.74 0.70 0.70 0.74 

* Estimated 

Source: Secretaria de Energia 



SubsidiesSubsidies

Net subsidy of around USD$5 billion a yearNet subsidy of around USD$5 billion a year
Subsidies could be more than 1% of GDP  (total Subsidies could be more than 1% of GDP  (total 
tax collection, outside the oil sector, is only 10% tax collection, outside the oil sector, is only 10% 
of GDP).of GDP).
The subsidy scheme for residential consumers is The subsidy scheme for residential consumers is 
regressiveregressive
The poorest 10% group only received  6% of The poorest 10% group only received  6% of 
total subsidies, while the richest 30% received total subsidies, while the richest 30% received 
more than 35%.more than 35%.
A new 31A new 31--category tariff scheme adopted at the category tariff scheme adopted at the 
end of 2000 marks a further step at end of 2000 marks a further step at 
rationalization; still, the residential tariffs remain rationalization; still, the residential tariffs remain 
below costbelow cost——implying a subsidy for 98% of implying a subsidy for 98% of 
users.users.



TheThe shadowshadow marketmarket
A A ““shadowshadow”” (or virtual) market implemented by (or virtual) market implemented by 
CFE in a nodal fashion since September 2000.CFE in a nodal fashion since September 2000.
Nodal Nodal pricesprices are are determineddetermined in in thethe 1,400 1,400 nodesnodes
ofof thethe mainmain transmissiontransmission gridgrid throughthrough thethe use use ofof
a a powerpower flowflow modelmodel..
MeritMerit orderorder rulerule forfor generationgeneration dispatchdispatch in in oneone--
dayday--aheadahead andand realreal--time time marketmarket..
BidsBids submittedsubmitted toto CENACE by CENACE by differentdifferent thermalthermal

CFECFE’’s generation plants administratively s generation plants administratively 
separated that function as different power separated that function as different power 
producers.producers.
TheThe distribution companies are also divided into distribution companies are also divided into 
several distribution several distribution unitsunits..
A MWA MW--MileMile methodmethod usedused toto setset transmissiontransmission

tariffstariffs forfor tensionstensions greatergreater thanthan oror equalequal toto 69 69 
KvKv..



TheThe shadowshadow marketmarket
Tariffs are calculated as the maximum between Tariffs are calculated as the maximum between 
““fixed costs plus  variable costsfixed costs plus  variable costs”” and and ““operation and operation and 
maintenance costsmaintenance costs””. . 
Administrative fixed costs are added to this amount Administrative fixed costs are added to this amount 
(long(long--run incremental cost of the transmission run incremental cost of the transmission 
network), and allocated among consumers of the network), and allocated among consumers of the 
current grid and consumers of the future expanded current grid and consumers of the future expanded 
grid according to their impact over the complete grid according to their impact over the complete 
networknetwork
Estimation of transmission congestion rents as well Estimation of transmission congestion rents as well 
as detect main congestion in transmission links. as detect main congestion in transmission links. 
Annual estimated rents arising from congestion Annual estimated rents arising from congestion 
amount USD 1.4 billionamount USD 1.4 billion
In the Yucatan area a 179 MW generator could In the Yucatan area a 179 MW generator could 
make use of its market power in the area due to make use of its market power in the area due to 
congestion in transmission links, actually charging congestion in transmission links, actually charging 
USD 2000 per MW electricity price. Similar results USD 2000 per MW electricity price. Similar results 
are reached for the central and the Northeast areas.are reached for the central and the Northeast areas.
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PotentialPotential LNG LNG projectsprojects

Conexión internacional
Localidad
Gasoducto
Gasoducto posible
Terminal de GNL en construcción
Terminal de GNL con inversionistas interesados
Terminal de GNL potencial

ManzanilloManzanillo

LLáázaro Czaro Cáárdenasrdenas

Puerto MorelosPuerto Morelos

TopolobampoTopolobampo

MazatlMazatláánn

Valladolid

Mérida

EnsenadaEnsenada
Mexicali

Puerto LibertadPuerto Libertad

Hermosillo

Chihuahua

Durango

Tamazunchale

Palmillas

Cd. Juárez

Matamoros

Piedras Negras

Poza Rica

AltamiraAltamira

Islas CoronadoIslas Coronado

Salina CruzSalina Cruz

OcOcééano Pacano Pacííficofico Golfo de MGolfo de Mééxicoxico

Fuente: SENER



ThirdThird ScenarioScenario: : growthgrowth ofof gas gas productionproduction
((annualannual investmentinvestment ofof USD 15,000 USD 15,000 

millionmillion))Millions of cubic feet per day
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Energy reforms in hydrocarbon Energy reforms in hydrocarbon 
sectors worldwidesectors worldwide

Non-restricted private 
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Investment through 
participation contracts in 
production and risk, 
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Current structure of the Mexican Current structure of the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector
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Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

The Mexican electricity sector needs (+,The Mexican electricity sector needs (+,--) 28 ) 28 
thousand MW and USD 60 within the next  10 thousand MW and USD 60 within the next  10 
yearsyears
Only part of the growth needs of generation Only part of the growth needs of generation 
capacity expansion is under construction or in capacity expansion is under construction or in 
a bidding processa bidding process



Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

Reasons for electricity reform in Mexico:Reasons for electricity reform in Mexico:
Enormous financial and technical challenges for Enormous financial and technical challenges for 
CFE and LFC in order to satisfy alone the total CFE and LFC in order to satisfy alone the total 
demand increase.demand increase.
Long term Long term IPPIPP’’ss PPAsPPAs are a burden to public are a burden to public 
budget. 2003 debt: USD$4.3 billion.budget. 2003 debt: USD$4.3 billion.
Investment requirements for the electricity Investment requirements for the electricity 
sector are equivalent to the total public sector are equivalent to the total public 
resources needed in infrastructure for two and a resources needed in infrastructure for two and a 
half years, and needed in poverty relief for half years, and needed in poverty relief for 
various yearsvarious years
IPPsIPPs alone are not enough to meet all the alone are not enough to meet all the 
growth in demand (stopgap measure)growth in demand (stopgap measure)



Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

Reasons for electricity reform in Mexico:Reasons for electricity reform in Mexico:
There are several indicators of the chronic There are several indicators of the chronic 
underinvestment due to continuing severe underinvestment due to continuing severe 
restrictions on public debt.restrictions on public debt.
First, reserve margins have slippedFirst, reserve margins have slipped——to just to just 
1% in summer 20021% in summer 2002——and have been and have been 
maintained in part by delaying the retirement maintained in part by delaying the retirement 
of old plants.  of old plants.  
Second, the government has slashed the Second, the government has slashed the 
authorized budgets for maintenance and authorized budgets for maintenance and 
repair to levels on average 30% lower than the repair to levels on average 30% lower than the 
level that CFE executives think is required.level that CFE executives think is required.



Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

PidiregasPidiregas

Total investment in the Total investment in the 
electricity sector was MXP39.9 electricity sector was MXP39.9 
billion in 2003, a marked decline billion in 2003, a marked decline 
from investment levels in the from investment levels in the 
previous year.  More than 90% previous year.  More than 90% 
of investments are carried out of investments are carried out 
by CFE and private investors. by CFE and private investors. 
CFE investments include its CFE investments include its 
own budgetary investment, as own budgetary investment, as 
well as well as ““financial investmentsfinancial investments”” in in 
the form of PIDIREGAS. the form of PIDIREGAS. 
PIDIREGAS investments PIDIREGAS investments 
constantly increased until 2002, constantly increased until 2002, 
but then declined abruptly in but then declined abruptly in 
2003. Total investment in 2003. Total investment in 
electricity corresponded to 0.6% electricity corresponded to 0.6% 
of GDP in 2003.
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Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

PidiregasPidiregas
The reduction in investments The reduction in investments 
is largely due to the is largely due to the 
deteriorating financial situation deteriorating financial situation 
of CFE, which in turn is due to of CFE, which in turn is due to 
(i) increasing liabilities from (i) increasing liabilities from 
earlier investments earlier investments 
undertaken using the undertaken using the 
PIDIREGAS scheme; (ii) PIDIREGAS scheme; (ii) 
increasing fuel costs; (iii) and increasing fuel costs; (iii) and 
increasing pension obligations increasing pension obligations 
((pasivopasivo laborallaboral). ). 
In the electricity sector, the In the electricity sector, the 
challenge will be to find new challenge will be to find new 
financing instruments that financing instruments that 
allow for such massive allow for such massive 
amounts of money to be amounts of money to be 
mobilized. This is indeed mobilized. This is indeed 
complex given the complex given the 
shortcomings of the current shortcomings of the current 
PIDIREGAS scheme and PIDIREGAS scheme and 
other structural constraints.

Total Investments in Electricity (as % of GDP)

0.71% 0.77%

2.51%
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0.00%
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Figure 2.7: Investments in Electricity as a 
Share of GDP –International Comparison

Source: WB calculation for Mexico; Serven and Calderon for 

other countries.

other structural constraints.



Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

PidiregasPidiregas
PIDIREGAS is not true private investment. With true private sectPIDIREGAS is not true private investment. With true private sector or 
participation, the firms would make investment decisions and beaparticipation, the firms would make investment decisions and bear the r the 
risk. Now the decisions are public, the risk of loss is public, risk. Now the decisions are public, the risk of loss is public, and firms and firms 
only get the possibility of profits.only get the possibility of profits.
Only potential benefit of the PIDIREGAS is that the private execOnly potential benefit of the PIDIREGAS is that the private execution of ution of 
the investment could be more efficient. Likewise, it seems unlikthe investment could be more efficient. Likewise, it seems unlikely that ely that 
the firms can get lowerthe firms can get lower--cost financing from the market than the cost financing from the market than the 
government could get directly.  government could get directly.  
The main problem with current arrangements that involve the privThe main problem with current arrangements that involve the private ate 
sector is the institutional setting in which CFE is a sector is the institutional setting in which CFE is a monopsonymonopsony buyer buyer 
from generation facilities.from generation facilities.
Fiscal impact in the shortFiscal impact in the short--term of PIDIREGAS: one key condition to term of PIDIREGAS: one key condition to 
approve a PIDIREGAS project is that it has to generate sufficienapprove a PIDIREGAS project is that it has to generate sufficient t 
revenues to pay for itself. Today, this requirement is not alwayrevenues to pay for itself. Today, this requirement is not always s 
respected. respected. 

Transmission lines do not generate revenues in integrated utilitTransmission lines do not generate revenues in integrated utilities, but a substantial ies, but a substantial 
number of PIDIREGAS are for this type of infrastructure.number of PIDIREGAS are for this type of infrastructure.
IPPsIPPs have been documented selling power below production costs, creahave been documented selling power below production costs, creating the ting the 
definite need for public transfers under the power purchase agredefinite need for public transfers under the power purchase agreements.ements.



ZedilloZedillo’’s reform proposals reform proposal
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ZedilloZedillo’’s reform proposals reform proposal
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FoxFox’’s reform proposals reform proposal

An electricity market is created but without An electricity market is created but without 
privatization of publicly owned assetsprivatization of publicly owned assets
Constitutional changes are needed so as to Constitutional changes are needed so as to 
restrict the State monopoly to dispatch restrict the State monopoly to dispatch 
functions and nuclear generationfunctions and nuclear generation
Exclusivity of the State in incumbent Exclusivity of the State in incumbent 
generation and transmission is established in generation and transmission is established in 
the electricity lawthe electricity law



Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

Analysis of proposalsAnalysis of proposals
Lack of incentive mechanisms for transmission Lack of incentive mechanisms for transmission 
expansionexpansion
The theoretical and practical solution to this The theoretical and practical solution to this 
problem is not an easy oneproblem is not an easy one
Lack of incentive mechanisms for generation Lack of incentive mechanisms for generation 
expansionexpansion
In particular, the price rule for ancillary In particular, the price rule for ancillary 
services. In Zedilloservices. In Zedillo’’s proposal this rule might s proposal this rule might 
promote collusion in generation. promote collusion in generation. ““AustralianAustralian””
solution.solution.



Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

Analysis of FoxAnalysis of Fox’’s proposals proposal
Main virtue is its potential political viabilityMain virtue is its potential political viability
The inefficient structure of subsidies is The inefficient structure of subsidies is 
recognizedrecognized
¿¿But how to achieve competition under But how to achieve competition under 

incumbent State competitors in transmission incumbent State competitors in transmission 
and generation?and generation?
““IntelligentIntelligent”” regulation.regulation.



Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

Analysis of FoxAnalysis of Fox’’s proposals proposal
Problems with vertical integration Problems with vertical integration 

Relationship between State firms in Relationship between State firms in 
generation and transmission: same generation and transmission: same ““holdingholding””
company; access problemscompany; access problems
CFE and its subsidiaries: cross subsidies, CFE and its subsidiaries: cross subsidies, 
especially problematic if CFE is allowed to especially problematic if CFE is allowed to 
engage in marketing activitiesengage in marketing activities



Market architecture in the Mexican Market architecture in the Mexican 
electricity sectorelectricity sector

Analysis of FoxAnalysis of Fox’’s proposals proposal
Horizontal market power of CFE in generationHorizontal market power of CFE in generation
ISO:ISO:

Risk of capture by CFE Risk of capture by CFE 
¿¿Objective function?Objective function?
¿¿Forward energy market (bilateral Forward energy market (bilateral 
contracts); market for LT capacity reserves; contracts); market for LT capacity reserves; 
other markets?other markets?
¿¿Centralized, decentralized, TRANSCO?Centralized, decentralized, TRANSCO?



MarketMarket architecturearchitecture in in thethe MexicanMexican
electricityelectricity sectorsector

Analysis of FoxAnalysis of Fox’’s proposals proposal
Distribution systems:Distribution systems:

¿¿How will concessions be granted: who will How will concessions be granted: who will 
organize auctions, exclusivity, physical and organize auctions, exclusivity, physical and 
commercial bypass, geographic zones, tariff commercial bypass, geographic zones, tariff 
regulation, foreign investment?regulation, foreign investment?
¿¿Marketing allowed within the same Marketing allowed within the same 
distribution area?distribution area?
¿¿Vertical integration between distribution Vertical integration between distribution 
and generation?and generation?



MarketMarket architecturearchitecture in in thethe MexicanMexican
electricityelectricity sectorsector

Analysis of FoxAnalysis of Fox’’s proposals proposal
IPP regime: will its energy be traded within IPP regime: will its energy be traded within 
the  the  ““poolpool””: : ¿¿subsidies? subsidies? ¿¿social returns?social returns?
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PoliticalPolitical andand institutionalinstitutional constraintsconstraints

The Mexican electric system (as any other The Mexican electric system (as any other 
system in the world) cansystem in the world) can’’t be seen separately t be seen separately 
from the political and economical standpoint from the political and economical standpoint 
since both have shaped the power sector. since both have shaped the power sector. 
Fundamental issues remain unsettled in Fundamental issues remain unsettled in 
MexicoMexico’’s electricity sector because of the s electricity sector because of the 
combination of economical, political, and legal combination of economical, political, and legal 
factors: the composition of both chambers factors: the composition of both chambers 
(deputies and senators), the judicial decisions (deputies and senators), the judicial decisions 
about the legality of regulatory schemes, the role about the legality of regulatory schemes, the role 
of the public opinion, especially on issues of of the public opinion, especially on issues of 
nationalism and sovereignty, the new role of the nationalism and sovereignty, the new role of the 
CRE, the evolution of tariffs in the near future, CRE, the evolution of tariffs in the near future, 
etc.etc.



PoliticalPolitical andand institutionalinstitutional constraintsconstraints
mattermatter

CRE does not have the authority to actually CRE does not have the authority to actually 
establish tariffs.establish tariffs.
ZedilloZedillo’’s proposal never passed congress. s proposal never passed congress. 
February 1999 proved to be a difficult time for February 1999 proved to be a difficult time for 
such negotiations as few were willing to such negotiations as few were willing to 
compromise with the July 2000 Presidential compromise with the July 2000 Presidential 
elections on the doorstepelections on the doorstep
Politically, it has proved extremely difficult to Politically, it has proved extremely difficult to 
raise residential and agricultural tariffs.  raise residential and agricultural tariffs.  
Thus, practical way to make the sector Thus, practical way to make the sector 
financially sound is to reduce costsfinancially sound is to reduce costs——yet that, yet that, 
too, is politically challenging as it requires too, is politically challenging as it requires 
confronting the powerful unions that are confronting the powerful unions that are 
embedded in CFE and, especially, LFC embedded in CFE and, especially, LFC 
((SindicatoSindicato MexicanoMexicano de de ElectricistasElectricistas , SME)., SME).



PoliticalPolitical andand institutionalinstitutional constraintsconstraints
In May 2001, President Fox proposed reforms to the LSPEE In May 2001, President Fox proposed reforms to the LSPEE 
which would have modified the terms and limits of the selfwhich would have modified the terms and limits of the self--
generation and cogeneration and co--generation schemes to make them more generation schemes to make them more 
attractive to private investors.  attractive to private investors.  
Fox administration was already projecting that by the year Fox administration was already projecting that by the year 
2011, about half of the country2011, about half of the country’’s generation would take place s generation would take place 
under the selfunder the self--generation and cogeneration and co--generation schemes.  generation schemes.  
However, on July 4th, 2001, the Mexican Congress filed a However, on July 4th, 2001, the Mexican Congress filed a 
petition before the Supreme Court for review of the proposal petition before the Supreme Court for review of the proposal 
and argued that the proposed articles envisioned giving the and argued that the proposed articles envisioned giving the 
Executive Branch (which would control tendering and Executive Branch (which would control tendering and 
operation of these projects) more power than allowed under operation of these projects) more power than allowed under 
the Constitution.  the Constitution.  
The Supreme Court ruled in favor of Congress, but the Court The Supreme Court ruled in favor of Congress, but the Court 
did not restrict itself just to the immediate issue of separatiodid not restrict itself just to the immediate issue of separation n 
of powers.  of powers.  
It also speculated about the consistency of the entire LSPEE It also speculated about the consistency of the entire LSPEE 
framework for private generators with Article 27 of the framework for private generators with Article 27 of the 
Constitution (this was recently resolved in favor of current Constitution (this was recently resolved in favor of current 
IPPIPP’’ss legal structure)legal structure)



PoliticalPolitical andand institutionalinstitutional constraintsconstraints
Available data shows public opinion opposes Available data shows public opinion opposes 
privatization as well as private investment in the energy privatization as well as private investment in the energy 
sectorsector
35% of the population opposed private investment35% of the population opposed private investment——
when askedwhen asked——and only 17% supported a strategy of and only 17% supported a strategy of 
attracting new private funds in the industry.attracting new private funds in the industry.
60% believe worker rights would not be respected, and a 60% believe worker rights would not be respected, and a 
majority believes that private investors will force higher majority believes that private investors will force higher 
tariffs.  tariffs.  
In many other Latin American countries, the decade of In many other Latin American countries, the decade of 
liberal reforms has yielded a similar (and powerful) liberal reforms has yielded a similar (and powerful) 
coalition of illiberal crusaders. Mexico: the 1990s liberal coalition of illiberal crusaders. Mexico: the 1990s liberal 
reforms were ridden by corruption.reforms were ridden by corruption.
Reformers face a problem of credibility with the publicReformers face a problem of credibility with the public
One strategy would be a massive campaign to alter One strategy would be a massive campaign to alter 
public opinion by explaining the benefits of reformpublic opinion by explaining the benefits of reform



PoliticalPolitical andand institutionalinstitutional constraintsconstraints
The subject of electricity reform left the technical The subject of electricity reform left the technical 
arena and has almost totally evolved in the arena and has almost totally evolved in the 
political arena. political arena. 
Participation of the labor unions as well as the Participation of the labor unions as well as the 
multimulti--dimensional negotiations between political dimensional negotiations between political 
parties are the main determinants of reform parties are the main determinants of reform 
proposal success.proposal success.
A common factor in all the many proposals is the A common factor in all the many proposals is the 
lack of technical discussion on the specifics of lack of technical discussion on the specifics of 
the electricity sector. the electricity sector. 
Even the Fox proposal seems to be totally Even the Fox proposal seems to be totally 
unaware of the highly complicated task of unaware of the highly complicated task of 
designing an electricity market under the designing an electricity market under the 
presence of a vertically and horizontally presence of a vertically and horizontally 
integrated incumbent state firm.integrated incumbent state firm.
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ConclusionConclusion
Each of the three analyzed market architectures Each of the three analyzed market architectures 
((IPPsIPPs, Zedillo, Fox) might be feasible, but with all , Zedillo, Fox) might be feasible, but with all 
the mentioned caveats.the mentioned caveats.
It seems the more market orientation and private It seems the more market orientation and private 
participation the more efficiency gains, partly participation the more efficiency gains, partly 
because the Mexican generation sector is based because the Mexican generation sector is based 
on CCT.on CCT.
However, there is a big risk that the political However, there is a big risk that the political 
constraints translate in a poor market design constraints translate in a poor market design 
(California ghosts).(California ghosts).
It seems intuitive to follow a strategy of first It seems intuitive to follow a strategy of first 
developing a sound design of developing a sound design of CFECFE’’ss shadow shadow 
market, and then base each successive step on market, and then base each successive step on 
technically sound decisions, and according to technically sound decisions, and according to 
the institutional and political consolidation of the the institutional and political consolidation of the 
country.country.


